HAWG October 31, 2017

Meeting Details:
Tuesday October 31, 2017 - 10:00 AM Pacific Time
https://oregonstate.webex.com/meet/vantuylsoregonstate.edu

Participants:

- Steve Van Tuyl (Oregon State Univ.)
- Hui Zhang (Oregon State)
- Gabriela A. Montoya (UC San Diego)
- Nik Dragovic (Emory)
- Don Brower (Univ. of Notre Dame)
- Carolyn Cole (Pennsylvania State Univ.)

Agenda:

1. Wait for Gary Geisler to finish next set of design mockups
2. Note taker: Gabriela A. Montoya

Next Steps:

- Get commitments from institutions/supervisors for developer time in early 2018 at Samvera Connect.
- This group will be sunsetting in early December.
  - Will eventually need to spin up an Analytics Documentation Subgroup (smaller group).
- The group decided to meet up for lunch on Wednesday (Samvera).